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A New York Moments s most trusted home cook with regards to easy,
flavorful quality recipes that are miraculously low-calorie and created
from all-natural, easy-to-find elements.in the debut cookbook from the
wildly well-known blog Skinnytaste. As a busy mother of two, Gina
started Skinnytaste when she wanted to lose several pounds
herself.com.BestsellerGet the recipes everyone is discussing, handy
nutrition facts, and 125 stunning photographs With 100 stunning
photographs and detailed nutritional information for each and every
recipe, The Skinnytaste Cookbook can be an incredible resource of
fulfilling, joy-inducing meals that every home cook will like. Instead,
she began “ It takes merely one look to understand why people go crazy
for Gina’s meals: cheesy, creamy Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken and
Broccoli with only 420 calories per serving, breakfast dishes like Make-
Ahead Western Omelet "Muffins" that truly fill you up until lunchtime,
and sweets such as Double Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies that are lower
in glucose and butter-free but nonetheless totally indulgent. The
Skinnytaste Cookbook features 150 amazing recipes: 125 all-new dishes
and 25 must-have favorites.  She considered Weight Watchers for help and
liked this program but struggled to discover enough tempting recipes to
help her stay on monitor.d swear are not.skinny-fying”  her favorite
meals in order that she could eat happily while losing weight. Her blog,
Skinnytaste is the number 1 go-to site for slimmed down recipes that
you’(Please be aware that nutritional information will get every recipe,
but the most up-to-date Excess weight Watchers points are available
online at skinnytaste.Gina Homolka is America’)
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Now I understand the cult following and rave testimonials. I am now,
too, a raving fan--and it's a diet plan cookbook! The dishes are basic
and I've loved everything I've made so far. It is also easy to
substitute things for even stricter diet programs. I had simply hardly
ever noticed a cookbook with so many glowing evaluations, especially for
one with "skinny" in the title. I've reviewed ratings of cookbooks on
Amazon and have bookshelves full, like some do a reading library. The
Teriyaki-Glazed Pork Chops with Pineapple Salsa can be thus far the best
recipe soooo delicious and only around 214 calorie consumption and
filling! I’m deeply in love with this cookbook. With regular physical
exercise and meal preps out of the easy to follow cookbook I’ve been
steadily reaching my workout goals.. I’ve tried several recipes and they
all taste great. Oh and I typically don’t like vegetables but I’m
attempting and liking fresh vegetables and flavors. So many of us are on
special diet plans or have to entertain for a member of family or guest
who is and pull something together--whether that become gluten-free of
charge, vegetarian, something for a family group who works throughout
the day and desires crockpot meals, something for a family group who
works all the time and only really wants to prepare on weekends and then
freeze the foodstuffs... She targets quality and entire foods that are
on the lighter side, however, not tasteless. (Which holds true. And, for
those of us who count calorie consumption and want to know nutrients or
carbs, it also has all that too! That took some time, but boy could it
be handy, even if you yourself only use it occassionally.The photos are
plentiful and throughout and professionally finished with good lighting
that makes you want to eat it. Gina's dishes make it easy to consume
healthier and still appreciate delicious foods. First it’s huge and has
lots of recipes. This publication has helped my family get healthy and
in shape! You could honestly set down these dishes before a family of
males who who never diet plan in their lives and they'll want secs and
thirds--the taste is fantastic! They are truly cafe quality meals, that
are obviously tested and attempted and perfected.Illustrations:TUSCAN
PANZANELLA SALAD WITH GRILLED GARLIC BREADSUMMER LOBSTER ROLLSMONGOLIAN
BEEF AND BROCCOLIFRENCH BREAD PIZZA SUPREMETERIYAKI GLAZED STUFFED PORK
CHOPS WITH PINEAPPLE SALSAROAST BEEF SANDWICHES WITH CREAMY HORSERADISH
SPREADCHICKPEA AND POTATO CURRYSPICY BLACKBEAN BURGERS WITH CHIPOTLE
MAYOPEAR AND BRIE GRILLED CHEESESTEAK SANDWICHESBLACK BEAN BURRITO
BOWLSCILANTRO LIME SHRIMPCHEESY BAKED PANNE WITH EGGPLANTSILKY CHOCOLATE
CREAM PIELOADED NACHO POTATO SKINSITALIAN SAUSAGE WITH PEPPERS AND
ONIONWARM APPLE PIE CRUMBLEGUMBOS, STIR FRIES, Primary DISH SALADS,
MEATLESS MAIN DISH CHAPTERSSHRIMP AND GRITSCOCONUT PANNA COTTA WITH
RASPBERRIESDOUBLE CHOCOLATE CHUNK WALNUT COOKIESWINTER POTATO, KALE AND
SAUSAGE FRITTATATHAI COCONUT MUSSELSC ROLLATINI FILLED WITH ZUCCHINI AND
MUSHROOMSLASAGNA (ZUCCHINI STRIPS ARE USED INSTEAD OF PASTA AND We SWEAR
YOU WON'T KNOW THE DIFFERENCE! At the time I purchased this, I'd heard
nothing at all about it. I really like that the quality recipes provide



variety, nutritional content, and they are family friendly! It feels as
though you are reading someone's personal cookbook that has prepared the
recipe often but found what brands stick out (for instance King Writer
flour when working with wheat flour. I've cooked about 80 percent of my
meals from this book and have lost 30 pounds in 1 year! I do want every
recipe got it personal picture, but I get that could make the book too
long. Some authors will not do this unless the company pays them to use
their name in the reserve. This is clearly not the case and also clearly
just done when it makes a difference in taste.There are great make ahead
recipes and these feel original. I seldom ever eat out, preferring to
make all meals in the home so I feel just like over the years I've seen
the same old tired quality recipes made the same kind of tired methods
on the internet. These have new methods and methods and frequently they
are with not only dieting in mind however they have a obvious angle of a
focus on health as well and satiety. The web pages have facts for back
up, just like a recipe for PB & Eighteen months later on, and continuing
to utilize this cookbook, he's down FORTY pounds! Whether you never eat
red meat, eat only white meat, eat just seafood, eat no animal protein.
Beside each recipe there is a color and letter coding-V for vegetarian,
GF for gluten free, freezer friendly, crockpot etc.)They are FANTASTIC
recipes, not just the same types redone with diet substances, but
original and loaded with flavor.or change it up on a regular basis, you
can easily look for a chapter on whatever suits your elegant or your
mood that day. I've seen many dishes for fish tacos, for instance, but
the ingredients listed below are totally different and more filled with
flavor.)CUBANA Design STUFFED PORK TENDERLOINSALISBURY STEAK WITH
MUSHROOM GRAVYYou get the idea. That is a very small sampling. Almost
two years ago, my dad was overweight and experiencing health problems.)
notes how filling and healthy oats are and why..This one is performed
right, not only recipes grabbed to fill a cookbook but original ways of
making skinny dishes taste better. Nothing comes out bad, nothing at all
comes out off, these are sufficient to serve at supper parties and more
importantly--to cause you to feel like you aren't dieting.The dishes are
GREAT, not just recipes but really things you savor... I stick to Gina
on Instagram and Snapchat and periodically check her site. Gina—I know
you receive so many of these Amazon reviews, but I hope this one reaches
you! At nearly 350 pages, you get plenty of recipes and loads of photos.
He's a trauma surgeon, and therefore doesn't have the very best work
schedule nor healthy food choices. There are so many quick (30mins or
less) quality recipes in this publication that you won't know where to
start. J overnight oats in a jar (make forward the night before for a
occupied morning where you still need a great breakfast. My father was
what's known as a meats-and-potatoes type-of a guy. He is extremely
picky. I love eating good meals while eating health and losing weight!
When I initial began cooking for him with this cookbook, he didn't even
realize he was consuming healthful. It wasn't until he was down ten



pounds did he finally understand he was on a diet. Happy with how easy
to check out the guidelines were and the photos are beautiful. This
cookbook is a game changer for anyone looking to shred some pounds,
mothers looking to feed their own families healthy meals, or anyone
generally simply looking for better, much easier, healthier options.
This book comes highly recommended! THANK YOU GINA! I REALLY LIKE this
book I LOVE this publication. It's a gem. I cook almost exclusively
Skinny Taste dishes for dinner and my husband and I have both lost
weight since we beginning eating better three months ago. The recipes
make a good-sized part and since I'm only cooking for just two, I
frequently make the complete recipe and freeze half.I make meals from it
every evening. The dishes are easy and delicious. Since I started
cooking food using Skinnytaste my husband is normally down 32 pounds, I
am down 17 pounds and my 12 year old son has lost 20 pounds.But no
cookbook is complete without good dishes and this one pieces the bar.
She generally was cooking healthful but often the meals would not have
taste. Hugh sunny taste lover! I purchased this cookbook for my partner.
I lost 30 lbs in 12 months. This publication cooks with great substances
making the meals taste excellent while if you follow the portion sizes,
you will lose excess weight. I agree. All the quality recipes in this
book are delicious, quick, & most importantly, healthy! Love! LOVE I
really like Skinnytaste recipes and this book takes it to a fresh level!
Sssshhhh!. I've experienced a few cookbooks that truly made me switched
off to the meal due to the grey light or even types I knew were fake
like a sluggish cooker photo of mac and cheese that demonstrated it
browned on top (that will not occur in a slow cooker). My husband was
skeptical, but he's admitted that the dishes don't flavor "skinny".. The
nutritional info is provided for every recipe. A Game Changer! I
purchased this cookbook because I wanted to start cooking more at home
and didn't desire to fall into the bad habit of unhealthy cooking food.
Destined for a switch, I bought this cookbook on a whim and started
cooking a few dishes for him each week. We strive to stick to the
Meatless Monday recipes, and thus far, he doesn't actually search for
the meats in each meal! they are good recipes, packed with flavor I have
been following Gina Homolka's blog since 2008, and have made plenty of
her recipes; so when when I noticed that she came out with a reserve, I
was excited to take a look, and try new recipes. Without a doubt, they
are good quality recipes, packed with flavor, and the images are
inspiring;) Not in a commercial way or trying to sell it, but just to
say those she individually uses. It is not at all a diet book. this
publication took that all into account. I would suggest this book.
Superb start to a healthy lifestyle! This book has great healthier
versions of the foods you already love, plus some you'll learn to love.
I've attempted about 6 quality recipes from the book and so far my
children has really enjoyed them all! A couple of them have previously
become staples inside our weekly menu simply cause they're that good!



Absolutely a great buy! I've been following Gina's blog for years,
printing quality recipes and keeping them in a binder, and finally
bought both of her cookbooks.I LOVE that when the author finds brands
that function best in a recipe, she also lists those. Great pictures
also. Disappointing, would not recommend Disappointing Filled with GREAT
recipes, an absolute must have! You will not be disappointed at all. The
dishes I’ve tried so far have been packed with taste as stated which is
why I bought this cookbook to maximize my fitness goals. That is my
third week meal prepping using this cookbook. Track “Skinny Taste” foods
in “MyFitnessPal” app! But I have to say, this is probably the most well-
done I have personally ever seen myself. Oh and primary dish usually
includes a blurb that suggests a veggie pairing which are also loaded
with flavor but not over powering.First, let's touch on what "now" this
cookbook is. Finally if you put (Skinny taste) in front of the recipe
name in MyFitnessPal app most foods pop up making tracking your meals
easy! HIGHLY RECOMMEND!!!! not much to it Way too much of the reserve is
spent on a lot of blah blah blah 5 stars Yummy recipes Delicious meals!
I can understand, right now, the cult following it's received. Not so
because of this one, it's the way the recipe turns out plus they make
you want to lick the page! I recommend this book to everyone!. They are
full of flavor and also good for you nutrition. Love this cookbook
Appreciate this cookbook. I really like that. I’ve purchased an added of
Gina’s cookbooks and asked for the third for a Christmas gift.by that I
mean it has stepped out of outdated school cookbooks and how they will
always be done, and considered today's viewers and what they might need.
You can’t fail with any of her cookbooks. Nice Cookbook This is a very
nice cookbook. Worth it.
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